We present an expressive but decidable first-order system (named MAV1) defined by using the calculus of structures, a generalisation of the sequent calculus. In addition to first-order universal and existential quantifiers the system incorporates a pair of nominal quantifiers called 'new' and 'wen', distinct from the self-dual Gabbay-Pitts and Miller-Tiu nominal quantifiers. The novelty of these operators is they are polarised in the sense that 'new' distributes over positive operators while 'wen' distributes over negative operators. This greater control of bookkeeping enables private names to be modelled as required in applications such as the verification of security protocols. Due to the presence of a self-dual non-commutative operator, a direct proof of cut elimination for first-order quantifiers in the calculus of structures is necessary; contrasting to related results for first-order quantifiers in the calculus of structures which rely on a correspondence with the sequent calculus. As a consequence of cut elimination, the complexity classes for provability in MAV1 and several sub-systems are established.
quantifiers were first suggested in an informal note [19] that considers modelling processes with private names as embeddings in logic.
Since trace equivalence is among the weakest equivalence relations for processes [49] , it makes sense to impose a minimum requirement that logical implication should be sound with respect to trace inclusion, and that logical equivalence implies trace equivalence. To extend results for completed trace equivalence [9] to the π-calculus, we require an encoding of the restriction operator ν of the π-calculus. If we are to interpret the restriction operator as a logical operator, naturally the only possibilities are the quantifiers. We discuss possible choices of quantifiers below. In the following illustration, suppose ax is a process that outputs x on a channel a and then terminates, and bx is another process that does the same but on channel b. Observe that R 1 = νx.(ax | bx) is a process that can output a fresh name twice -once on channel a and once on channel b; and, more importantly, it cannot output two distinct names in any execution. On the other hand, observe that the process R 2 = νx.ax | νx.bx is a process that outputs two distinct fresh names before terminating, but cannot output the same name twice in any execution. We also assume parallel composition of processes is encoded using the par operator of linear logic.
For an encoding using universal quantifiers, the processes R 1 and R 2 are respectively encoded as predicates F 1 = ∀x. ax bx and F 2 = ∀x.ax ∀x.bx. For these predicates, we have the implication F 2 F 1 . But clearly R 1 has a trace that cannot be produced by R 2 , so implication would not be sound with respect to trace inclusion. Additionally, we must also avoid the following 'diagonalization' property [32] that is again unsound with respect to trace semantics: ∀x.∀y.P(x, y) ∀z.P(z, z).
The self-dual nominal quantifiers of either Gabbay-Pitts [37] or Miller-Tiu [32, 17] , as recently investigated in the calculus of structures [40] , do successfully avoid the above 'diagonalization' property. Unfortunately, rather surprisingly, encoding private names using any of these self-dual nominal quantifiers, say ∇, leads to the following problem. Suppose processes R 1 and R 2 are encoded by the respective predicates G 1 = ∇x.(ax bx) and G 2 = ∇x.ax ∇x.bx. In this case, we have that G 1 G 2 . This implication is also unsound, since R 1 has a trace that outputs two identical names, whereas R 2 admits no such trace. The scenario of an encoding using ∃ also suffers from the above problem, as well as the dual 'diagonalization' property.
Thus, to enable a sound embedding of π-processes as predicates, it is necessary to develop a quantifier that does not distribute over the par operator. With these restrictions in place, we discover that the self-dual nominal quantifier decomposes into a dual pair of nominal quantifiers N and Э, that sit between ∀ and ∃ as follows: ∀x.P Nx.P and Nx.P Эx.P and Эx.P ∃x.P. In other words, our quantifier N is similar in some respects to ∀, whereas Э is similar to ∃. In terms of proof theory, the crucial difference between ∃x.P and Эx.P is that the variable x in the latter cannot be instantiated with arbitrary terms, but only 'fresh' names introduced by N.
The long term aim is to demonstrate the applications of MAV1 to the verification of protocols. However, since this is a new logical system it is necessary to firstly prove the consistency of the system, which we approach in proof theoretic style through cut elimination. The body of this paper is concerned with settling the problem of cut elimination. Note that existing cut elimination proofs involving first-order quantifiers in the calculus of structures [8] rely on a correspondence with the sequent calculus that is impossible in the presence of the self-dual non-commutative operator seq.
Syntax and Semantics of Predicates in MAV1
In this section we present the syntax and semantics of a first-order system expressed in the calculus of structures, with the technical name MAV1. We assume that the reader has a basic understanding of term-rewriting systems [31] .
P ::= α (atom) α (co-atom) I (unit) ∀xP (all) ∃xP (some) NxP (new) ЭxP (wen) P & P (with) P ⊕ P (plus) P P (par) P ⊗ P (times) P ; P (seq) A term-rewriting system requires an abstract syntax, defined in Fig. 1 . The rewrite rules, in Fig 3, define rules that can be applied to rewrite a predicate of the form on the left of the long right arrow to the predicate on the right. All rewrite rules can be applied in any context, i.e. MAV1 predicates from Fig. 1 with a hole of the following form C{ } { · } | C{ } P | P C{ } | Q x.C{ }, where ∈ {;, , ⊗, &, ⊕} and Q ∈ {∃, ∀, N, Э}. Further to rewriting according to rules, the term-rewriting system is defined modulo a congruence, where a congruence is an equivalence relation that holds in any context. The congruence, defined in Fig. 2 , makes par and times commutative and seq non-commutative in general. The congruence enables α-conversion for quantifiers. In addition, equivariance allows names bound by successive nominal quantifiers to be swapped.
As standard, we define a freshness predicate such that a variable x is fresh for a predicate P, written x # P, if and only if x is not a member of the set of free variables of P, such that all quantifiers bind variables in their scope. We also assume the standard notion of capture avoiding substitution of a variable for a term. Terms may be constructed from variables, constants and function symbols.
We postpone a discussion on the rules until after we introduce the notion of a proof and explain cut elimination in the next section.
Linear Implication and Cut Elimination
This section confirms that MAV1 is a consistent logical system, as established by a cut elimination theorem. To date, the only direct proof of cut elimination involving quantifiers in the literature is for a self-dual nominal quantifier [40] distinct from any quantifier in MAV1. Related cut elimination results involving first-order quantifiers in the calculus of structures rely on a correspondence with the sequent calculus [8, 45] . However, due to the presence of the non-commutative operator seq there is no sequent calculus presentation [47] for MAV1; hence we pursue here a direct proof.
A derivation is any sequence of zero or more rewrite rules from Fig. 3 , where the congruence in Fig. 2 can be applied at any point. We are particuarly interested in special derivations, called proofs.
Definition 1.
A proof in MAV1 is a derivation P −→ I from a predicate P to the unit. When such a derivation exists, we say that P is provable, and write P. To explore the theory of proofs, two auxiliary definitions are introduced: linear negation and linear implication. Notice in the syntax in Fig. 1 linear negation applies only to atoms.
Definition 2.
Linear negation is defined by the following function from predicates to predicates. α = α P ⊗ Q = P Q P Q = P ⊗ Q P ⊕ Q = P & Q P & Q = P ⊕ Q I = I P ; Q = P ; Q ∀xP = ∃xP ∃xP = ∀xP NxP = ЭxP ЭxP = NxP Theorem 4 (Cut elimination). For any predicate P, if C P ⊗ P holds, then C{ I } holds.
The above theorem can be stated alternatively by supposing that there is a proof in MAV1 extended with the extra rewrite rule: C{ I } −→ C P ⊗ P (cut). Given such a proof, a new proof can be constructed that uses only the rules of MAV1. In this formulation, we say that cut is admissible. The proof of Theorem 4 for the sub-system MAV appears in a companion journal paper [23] . This paper extends the cut-elimination techniques for MAV to MAV1, as established by the lemmas in later subsections. Before proceeding with the necessary lemmas, we provide a corollary that demonstrates that one of many consequences of cut elimination is indeed that linear implication defines a precongruence -a reflexive transitive relation that holds in any context.
Corollary 5. Linear implication defines a precongruence.
Proof. For reflexivity, T T holds immediately by Proposition 3. For transitivity, suppose that T U and U V hold. Thereby the following proof can be constructed.
T U ⊗ U V −→ T U ⊗ U V −→ I
Hence, by Theorem 4, T V as required.
For contextual closure, assume that T U holds. By Proposition 3, and switch we can construct the following proof.
C{ T } C T ⊗ T U −→ C{ T } C T ⊗ T U −→ C{ T } C{ T } −→ I
Hence by Theorem 4, C{ T } C{ U } as required.
Discussion on the Rules for Nominal Quantifiers.
The rules for the nominal quantifiers new N and wen Э require some justification. The close and tidy name rules ensure the reflexivity of implication for nominal quantifiers. Using the extrude new rule (and Proposition 3) we can establish the following proof, and its dual statement ЭxP ∃xP.
∀xP NxP = ∃xP NxP −→ Nx ∃xP P −→ Nx P P −→ NxI −→ I
Using the fresh rule we can establish the following implication between new and wen.
NxP ЭxP = ЭxP ЭxP −→ NxP ЭxP −→ Nx P P −→ NxI −→ I This completes the chain ∀xP
NxP, NxP
ЭxP and ЭxP ∃xP. These linear implications are strict unless x # P, in which case, for all quantifiers Q ∈ {∀, ∃, N, Э}, Q xP is logically equivalent to P. For example, using the fresh and extrude new rules, the following holds given x # P.
NxP P = ЭxP P −→ NxP P −→ Nx P P −→ NxI −→ I Alternatively, the extrude new and fresh rules could be replaced by extending the congruence with NxP ≡ P ≡ ЭxP, where x # P. However, this has the disadvantage that an arbitrary number of nominal quantifiers can be introduced during proof search thereby jeopardising analyticity. The medial new rule is particular to handling nominals in the presence of the self-dual noncommutative operator seq. To see why this medial rule cannot be excluded, consider the following.
(a ; Эx (b ; c)) ⊗ (d ; Эx (e ; f )) (a ; ∃xb ; ∃xc) ⊗ (d ; ∃xe ; ∃x f ) (a ; ∃xb ; ∃xc) ⊗ (d ; ∃xe ; ∃x f ) ((a ; ∃xb) ⊗ (d ; ∃xe)) ; (∃xc ⊗ ∃x f ) Without using the medial new rule, the above predicates are provable but the following predicate would not be provable; hence cut elimination cannot hold without the medial new rule.
In contrast, with the medial new rule the above predicate is provable, verified by the following proof.
Notice that the above proof uses only the medial new, extrude new and tidy name rules for nominals. These three rules are of the same form as the rules for universal quantifiers, hence the same argument holds for the necessity of the medial1 rule. Including the medial new rule forces the medial wen rule to be included. To see this observe that
However, without the medial wen the following implication is not provable, which would contradict the main cut elimination result of this paper.
Fortunately, including the medial wen ensures that the above implication is provable. A similar argument justifies the inclusion of the left wen and right wen rules. Consider , &, ∀, N to be negative operators, in the sense of focussing [3] ; and ⊗, ⊕, ∃ and Э to be positive operators, where seq is both positive and negative. The new quantifier distributes over all positive operators. Considering positive operator tensor for example, Nxα ⊗ Nxβ Nx (α ⊗ β) holds but the converse implication does not hold. Furthermore, assuming x appears free in α and β, Эxα ⊗ Эxβ and Эx (α ⊗ β) are unrelated by linear implication. Dually, for the negative operator par the only distributivity property that holds for nominal quantifiers is Эx (α β) Эxα Эxβ. The new wen rule completes this picture of new distributing over positive operators and wen distributing over negative operators. From the perspective of embedding name-passing process calculi in logic, the above distributivity properties of new and wen suggest that processes should be encoded using negative operators N and for private names and parallel composition (or perhaps dually, using positive operators Э and ⊗), so as to avoid private names distributing over parallel composition, which we have shown to be problematic (see Section 1).
The control of distributivity exercised by new and wen contrast with the situation for universal and existential quantifiers, where ∃ commutes in one direction over all operators and ∀ commutes with all operators in the opposite direction. For a system with equivariance some of these distributivity properties for N over & and ∀ are explicit rules all name, with name, left name, right name. These rules allow N quantifiers to propagate to the front of certain contexts. In the sense of control of distributivity [6] , new and wen behave more like multiplicatives than additives, but are unrelated to multiplicative quantifiers in the logic of bunched implications [36] .
Observations Relating Behavioural and Logical Equivalences.
We now discuss briefly the connection between MAV1 and the π-calculus. This illustrates the rationale behind design decisions in MAV1. Stronger connections between process calculi and MAV1 will be exposed in a forthcoming paper. We assume the reader is familiar with the syntax of the π-calculus. For the π-calculus define an embedding of processes-as-predicates as follows.
We consider preorders that are weak, hence do not observe τ actions, and termination sensitive [1, 51] , hence distinguish between successful termination and deadlock. Successful termination is indicated by a process , differing from 0 typical of process calculi. For example P + represents the process that may behave like P or may successfully terminate, contrasting to P + 0 which only has the option of proceeding as P. This distinction is useful for modelling protocols; for example, we can choose to perform no action in certain executions without deadlocking. Furthermore, as a primitive process matches the unit inherited from BV. Otherwise, the semantics are standard for the π-calculus. Define labelled transitions for the π-calculus by the following deductive system, plus the symmetric rules for parallel composition and choice. Function n(.) is such that n(a(x)) = {a, x}, n(a(x)) = {a, x} and n(ab) = {a, b}, also x # P is such that x is fresh for P where a(x).P and νx.P bind x in P.
Define (symbolic weak) completed traces inductively as follows. For any process P formed using only the unit, name restriction and parallel composition (i.e. with no actions or choice) P has the completed trace I. If P a(x) Q and Q has completed trace tr then P has completed trace ∀x (ax ; tr).
If P a(x) Q and Q has completed trace tr then P has completed trace Эx (ax ; tr).
If P ab Q and Q has completed trace tr then P has completed trace ab ; tr. If P τ Q and Q has completed trace tr then P has completed trace tr. Observe that deadlocked processes have no completed trace. Contrast for example νx.x(y) | and νx.x(y) + , where the former has no completed trace but the later has completed trace I.
Interestingly, equivariance is a design decision in the sense that cut elimination is still provable for a system without equivariance. However, equivariance is a requirement for modelling private names in process calculi. Consider π-calculus process νy.νx. ax.by and the completed trace that outputs a fresh name on channel a then a separate fresh name on channel b. In the above encoding Ny. Nx. ax ; by Эx. (ax ; Эy.ay) is provable only with equivariance. Hence equivariance is necessary for the following proposition, that is a consequence of Theorem 4.
Proposition 6. If a process P has completed trace tr then P π tr.
Proof. Firstly, proceed by induction over the structure of the derivation of a labelled transition.
The base cases follows since a(x).P π ∀y ay ; P{ y / x } π ≡ ∃x (ax ; P π ) ∀x ax ; P π , where y # ∃x (ax ; P π ) by α-conversion, which is provable by Prop. 3. Similarly ab.P π ab ; P π by Prop. 3.
By induction assume that P π ∀x ax ; P π and Q π Эx ax ; Q π hold. Furthermore P π ∀x ax ; P π ⊗ Q π Эx ax ; Q π P π Q π Эx P π ⊗ Q π is provable as follows, using Proposition 3.
Hence by Theorem 4, P | Q π νx (P | Q ) π .
By induction assume that P π ∀x ax ; P π and Q π ab ; Q π hold. Further-
is provable as follows, using Proposition 3 and Lemma ??.
Hence by Theorem 4,
By induction assume that P π ab ; Q π . Furthermore, P π ab ; Q π P π R π ab ; Q π ⊗ R π is provable as follows using Proposition 3.
Hence, by Theorem 4, P | R π ab ; Q | R π .
By induction assume that P π ∀x ax ; Q π , where x # R. Observe that P π ∀x ax ; Q π P π R π ∀x ax ; Q π ⊗ R π is provable as follows by Proposition 3, since x # R.
Hence, by Theorem 4, P | R π ∀x ax ; Q | R π .
By induction assume that P π Эx ax ; Q π , where x # R. Thereby, using Proposition 3, the following proof can be constructed
By induction assume that P π ∀x ax Q π holds. Now P π ⊕ Q π ∀x ax Q π −→ P π ∀x ax Q π −→ I. Other cases for choice follow the same pattern.
By induction assume that P π ∀x ax Q π holds, where y is such that x y and a y. Thereby the following proof can be constructed as required.
By induction assume that P π Эx ax Q π holds, where y is such that x y and a y. Thereby the following proof can be constructed as required.
Note that the above case uses equivariance.
By induction assume that P π ab Q π holds, where y is such that b y and a y. Thereby the following proof can be constructed as required.
νy.P π ab νx.Q π = Ny P π ab Эy Q π −→ Ny P π Эy ab Q π −→ Ny P π ab Q π −→ NyI −→ I By induction assume that P π ax Q π holds, such that a x. Thereby the following proof can be constructed as required.
This completes the case analysis on the structure of the derivation of a transition. Hence, by induction, any one step transition corresponds to one of the following proofs.
Now assume also that Q tr holds for some completed trace tr. In each of the four respective cases above we can construct a proof as follows, by Theorem 4, as required.
P π ∀x (ax ; tr) P π Эx (ax ; tr) P π (ab ; tr) P π tr Hence the proposition follows by induction on the derivation of a trace, where the base case follows since a predicate formed using only the unit, par and new is always provable, by induction on the structure of such a predicate. Note the above proposition holds for finite processes in both the π-calculus [35] and πI-calculus [41] . Further developments building on results for completed traces in BV [9] is left to future work. Observe that no bisimulation can be complete with respect to logical equivalence. As with mutual simulation [49] , logical equivalence is checked by a preorder in each direction. For example, both mutual simulation and logical equivalence identify processes corresponding to (a ; (b ⊕ c)) ⊕ (a ; b) and a ; (b ⊕ c); whereas any bisimulation distinguishes these processes.
A desirable property of linear implication is that autoconcurrency is avoided, since a a a ; a does not hold. Avoiding autoconcurrency is an indicator that logical implication fully respects the causal order of events [4, 51] ; and furthermore permits action refinement [1] . Observe also that, since (a ; b) ⊕ (a ; b) a ; (b ⊕ c) does not hold, no interleaving equivalence is sound with respect to logical equivalence. However, the so called absorption law
is provable; as respected by complete history preserving bisimulation for example [4, 51, 50] . Thus any behavioural equivalences sound with respect to logical equivalence must be branching-time equivalences fully respecting causality. Such questions formally relating observational preorders and implication rely on cut elimination for MAV1, leading to the main cut elimination result of this paper.
Preliminary Lemmas and Killing Contexts
We extend a trick employed for MAV [23] to MAV1 where with and universal quantification receive a more direct treatment than other operators. The proof for with has a knock on effect for the nominal quantifiers requiring some vacuous new and wen quantifiers to be removed; while the proof for universal quantification requires closure of rules under substitution of terms for variables. This leads to the following five lemmas, established directly by functions over predicates.
Lemma 7 (Substitution
Proof. Consider the case of the switch rule. The following rule can be derived.
The cases are similar for the rules sequence, left choice, right choice, external, atomic interaction, tidy, tidy1 and tidy new.
Consider the case of the extrude new rule. The following rule can be derived, where y # Q, z x, z # v and x # ( NyP Q).
The cases for extrude1, left wen, and right wen rules are similar.
In the case of the select rule. The following rule can be derived, where z x, z # v and x # (∃yP).
Consider the case of the close rule. The following rule can be derived, where z x, z # v and x # (ЭyP NyQ).
The cases for medial1, medial new, medial wen are similar.
Consider the case of the new wen rule. Pick fresh names y and z such that x y , x z , y z , y # v, z # v, y # P, z # P and y z , hence y / y z / z = z / z y / y ; and thereby the following rule can be construced.
The lemma follows by induction on the length of a derivation.
Lemma 8 (Vacuous new).
If C{ NxP } holds and x # P then C{ P } holds.
Proof. Define a function n( · ) over predicates with an extra bold new quantifier N such that n( NxP) = P where x # P, n(
;, ⊗} and κ ∈ {I, α, α}. Proceed by induction on the length of the proof to establish the stronger lemma: if P then n(P). The base case when P = n(P) is immediate.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ NxP ЭxQ } −→ C{ Nx (P Q) }, where x # P. By induction n(C{ Nx (P Q) }), and also n(C{ NxP ЭxQ }) = n(C{ P ЭxQ }) −→ n(C{ Эx (P Q) }) −→ n(C{ Nx (P Q) }). Hence n(C{ NxP ЭxQ }) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ NxP Q } −→ C{ Nx (P Q) }, where x # P and x # Q. By induction n(C{ Nx (P Q) }), and also n(C{ NxP Q }) = n(C{ P Q }) = n(C{ Nx (P Q) }). Hence n(C{ NxP Q }) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ NI } −→ C{ I }. By induction n(C{ NxI }), and also n(C{ NxI }) = n(C{ I }). Hence n(C{ NxI }) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ Nx (P ; Q) } −→ C{ NxP ; NxQ }, where x # P and x # Q. By induction n(C{ NxP ; NxQ }), and also n(C{ NxP ; NxQ }) = n(C{ P ; Q }) = n(C{ Nx (P ; Q) }). Hence n(C{ Nx (P ; Q) }) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ NxЭyP } −→ C{ Эy NxP }, where x # P. By induction n(C{ Эy NxP }), and also n(C{ Эy NxP }) = n(C{ ЭyP }) = n(C{ NxЭyP }).
Hence n(C{ NxЭyP }) as required.
All other cases follow immediately by applying the induction hypothesis. Thereby the stronger lemma is established.
The lemma now follows by considering C{ NxP }, where no bold new quantifier appears in the context and x # P. Since n(C{ NxP }) = C{ P } we have also C{ P } as required.
Lemma 9 (Vacuous wen).
If C{ ЭxP } holds and x # P then C{ P } holds.
Proof. Define a function w( · ) over predicates with an extra bold wen quantifier such that w( xP) = P where x # P, w(
;, ⊗} and κ ∈ {I, α, α}. Proceed by induction on the length of the proof to establish the stronger lemma: if P then w(P). The base case when P = w(P) is immediate.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C xP −→ C{ NxP }, where x # P. By induction w(C{ NxP }), hence by Lemma 8, w(C{ P }). Furthermore, w(C xP ) = w(C{ P }) hence w(C xP ) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C
y xP ) hence w(C Q y xP ) as required. Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C NxP xQ −→ C{ Nx (P Q) }, where x # Q. By induction w(C{ Nx (P Q) }) and also w(C NxP xQ ) = w(C{ NxP Q }) −→ w(C{ Nx (P Q) }) = w(C{ Nx (P Q) }). Hence w(C NxP xQ ) as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C ЭxP xQ −→ C{ Эx (P Q) }, for ∈ { , ;, &} where x # Q. By induction w(C{ Эx (P Q) }) and also w(C ЭxP xQ ) = w(C{ ЭxP Q }) −→ w(C{ Эx (P Q) }). Hence w(C ЭxP xQ ) as required. The case where the left wen operator in the conclusion is bold is symmetric.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C P xQ −→ C x (P Q) , for ∈ { , ;, &} where x # P and x # Q. By induction w(C x (P Q) ) and also w(C P xQ ) = w(C{ P Q }) −→ w(C x (P Q) ). Hence w(C P xQ ) as required. The case where the left wen operator in the conclusion is bold is symmetric.
Lemma 10 (Branching). If C{ P & Q } holds then both C{ P } and C{ Q } hold.
Proof. The proof works by constructing two proofs such that the respective left and right formula of the with connective are removed. To do so, we remove deductive rules that either involve the with connective concerned, or appear inside the branch to be removed. We provide only the case where the left branch is selected, the other case is symmetric. The function (.) over predicates with a distinguished bold with operator & is required. Where is defined such that (P & Q) = P,
The induction hypothesis is that if T , then we can construct a proof for (T ). The base case is when (T ) = T (e.g. when T = I), in which case we are done. The inductive cases are listed below.
Consider when the bottommost rule of a proof
Consider when the bottommost rule of a proof C{ P & ЭxQ } −→ C{ Эx (P & Q) } involving a bold with operator, where
Consider when the bottommost rule of a proof C{ NxP & NxQ } −→ C{ Nx (P & Q) } involving a bold with operator such that C{ Nx (P & Q) }. By the induction hypothesis,
Consider when the bottommost rule of a proof C{ P & NxQ } −→ C{ Nx (P & Q) } involving a bold with operator, where x # P. Since C{ Nx (P & Q) }, by the induction hypothesis, (C{ U }) holds. Therefore, by applying the same rule, we can obtain a proof of (U).
All cases are exhausted, thereby if T holds then (T ) for any length of proof. Whence, by assuming that C{ T & U } holds, we can construct a proof of (C{ T & U }) = C{ T }. A symmetric argument using a right projection on the bold with operator constructs a proof of C{ U }.
Proof. We require a function over predicates s v (T ) that replaces a certain universal quantifier in T with a substitution for a value v. The universal quantifiers to be replaced are highlighted in bold A
. Note that during a proof the bold external choice may be duplicated by the external rule, hence there may be multiple bold occurrences in a formula. The function is defined as follows, where ∈ {;, , ⊗, ⊕, &} is any binary connective, Q ∈ {∀, ∃, N, Э} is any quantifier except bold universal quantification and κ ∈ {α, α, I} is any constant or atom.
In what follows we use that s v (C{ U }) = C { s v (U) }, for some context C{ } and such that C { } is obtained from C{ } by applying the s v function. Firstly, observe that if P ≡ Q, then s v (P) ≡ s v (Q). The only case to consider is when α-conversion is applied to a bold universal quantifier. In this case, Consider the case when the bottommost rule in a proof involves the bold universal quantifier, as follows,
holds. Now the following equalities hold.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ A xI } −→ C{ I }, where
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ A xЭyP } −→ C{ Эy A xP }, where C{ Эy A xP } holds. By the induction hypothesis, s v (C{ Эy A xP }) holds. Thereby the following derivation holds for some fress z such that z x, z # v and z # ЭyP.
Hence s v (C{ Эy A xP }) holds, as required.
Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form C{ A x NyP } −→ C{ Ny A xP }, where C{ Ny A xP } holds. By the induction hypothesis, s v (C{ Ny A xP }) holds. Thereby the following derivation holds for some fress z such that z x, z # v and z # NyP.
Hence s v (C{ Ny A xP }) holds, as required.
Consider when a rule appears within the scope of a bold universal quantifier, of the form
holds. Now both of the following equivalences hold:
Otherwise, the bottommost rule does not directly involve a bold universal quantifier nor is it applied inside the scope of a bold universal quantifier. In this case, the bottommost rule is of the form C{ T } −→ C{ U }, where C{ U } holds. By the induction hypothesis,
holds, as required.
Now by induction on the length of a proof, if T holds then s v (T ) holds. So, as a special case, if C{
A xT }, where not further bold universal quantifiers occur in the context, then
We require a restricted form of context called a killing context (terminology is from [13] ). A killing context is a context with one or more holes, defined as follows.
Definition 12.
A killing context is a context defined by the following grammar.
In the above, { · } is a hole into which any predicate can be plugged. An n-ary killing context is a killing context in which n holes appear.
A killing context represents a context that cannot in general be removed until all other rules in a proof have been applied, hence the corresponding tidy rules are suspended until the end of a proof. A killing context has properties that are applied frequently in proofs, characterised by the following lemmas.
Lemma 13. For any killing context T { }, T { I, . . . , I } holds, and assuming the variables of T { } and the free variables of P are disjoint
Proof. The proofs follow by straightforward inductions over the structure of a killing context.
When the killing context is one hole only P { Q } = { P Q } and { I } = I, as required. Now assume that by the induction hypothesis the following hold for killing contexts T 1 { } and T 2 { }, and also T 1 { I, . . . , I } and T 2 { I, . . . , I }.
Hence, by distributivity the following derivation can be constructed.
As the induction hypothesis, assume P T { Q 1 , . . . , Q n } −→ T { P Q 1 , . . . , P Q n } and also that T { I, . . . , I } . Hence, given x # P, the following derivation holds.
A similar argument holds for a killing context of the form ∀xT { }. For readability of large predicates involving an n-ary killing context, we introduce the notation T { Q i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n } as shorthand for T { Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q n }; and T { Q i : i ∈ I } for a family of predicates indexed by finite subset of natural numbers I. Killing contexts also satisfy the following property that is necessary for handling the seq operator, which interacts subtly with killing contexts.
Lemma 14.
Assume that I is a finite subset of natural numbers, P i and Q i are predicates, for i ∈ I, and T { } is a killing context. There exist killing contexts T 0 { } and T 1 { } and sets of natural numbers J ⊆ I and K ⊆ I such that the following derivation holds.
Proceed by induction on the structure of the killing context. The base case is immediate.
Consider a predicate of the the form NxT { P i ; Q i : i ∈ I }. By the induction hypothesis, assume there exists T 0 { } and
where J ⊆ I and K ⊆ I. There are three cases to consider.
If T 0 P j : j ∈ J ≡ I, then the following derivation holds.
, then the following derivation holds.
which case the medial new rule can be applied as follows.
In each of the three cases above trivial contexts of the correct form are obtained.
Now consider a predicate of the form
By induction, the following derivations can be constructed where
There are three cases to consider. If T 0 0 P j : j ∈ J 0 ≡ I and T 1 0 P j : j ∈ J 1 ≡ I, then the following derivation holds.
Hence by the medial rule the following derivation can be constructed.
The following lemma checks that wen quantifiers can propagate to the front of a killing context.
Lemma 15.
Consider an n-ary killing context T { } and predicates such that x # P i and either
Proof. The proof is by induction on the structure of T { }. The base case is immediate.
Assume that T { } is a n-ary killing context and P i and Q i are such that x # P i and either P i = ЭxQ i or P i = Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and also for some i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ n, P i = ЭxQ i . By the induction hypothesis, T { P 1 , P 2 , . . .
Hence the following derivation can be constructed for N.
Similarly, the following derivation can be constructed for ∀.
Now assume that T 0 { } and T 1 { } are respectively m-ary and n-ary killing contexts and P i and Q i are such that x # P i and either P i = ЭxQ i or P i = Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n; and also for some i such that 1 ≤ i ≤ m + n, P i = ЭxQ i . Assume that, for some j such that 1 ≤ j ≤ m, P j = ЭxQ j . By induction, we have the following derivation.
Now assume also that there exists k such that m + 1 ≤ k ≤ m + n and P k = ЭxQ k . In the first case, by induction, the following derivation holds.
In this case, the following derivation can be constructed.
. . , Q n } and hence the follow derivation holds.
The third case when P = Q for all such that 1 ≤ ≤ m is symmetric.
An Affine Measure for the Size of a Proof.
As an induction measure in splitting lemmas, we employ a multiset-based measure of the size of a proof [15, 43] . Multisets of multisets handle subtle interactions between the unit, seq and with operators, as explained in detail for MAV [23] . To give weight to nominals a wen and new count is employed.
Definition 16. We denote the standard multiset disjoint union operator as ∪ +, a multiset sum operator defined such that M + N = {m + n : m ∈ M and n ∈ N}. We also define pointwise plus and pointwise union over multisets of multisets of natural numbers, where M and N are multisets of multisets. M N = {M + N, M ∈ M and N ∈ N} and M N = {M ∪ + N, M ∈ M and N ∈ N}.
We employ two distinct multiset orderings over multisets and over multisets of multisets. 
Definition 20. The wen count is the following function from predicates to natural numbers.
The new count is the following function from predicates to natural numbers.
Definition 22. The size of a predicate |P| is defined as the triple (|P| occ , |P| Э , |P| N ) lexicographically ordered by ≺. φ ψ is defined such that φ ≺ ψ or φ = ψ pointwise.
Definition 23. The size of a proof is given by the tuples of the form (|P| , n), where n is the length of the derivation P −→ I, such that tuples are lexicographically ordered.
Lemma 24. For any predicate P and term t, |P| = P t / x .
Proof. For commutativity the following arguments hold for par and times.
The identity rules hold by the following reasoning, where ∈ {⊗, ;}, since |P| N ≥ 1 always |P I| N = max(|P| N , 1) = |P| N and the following hold.
Associativity properties hold by extending associativity of multisets to multisets of multisets.
If any one of P ≡ I, Q ≡ I or R ≡ I hold, then |(P ; Q) ; R| = |P ; (Q ; R)| by definition. If P I and Q I and R I, then the following equalities hold.
The same associativity argument works for the times operator. Furthermore, the following wen count and new count preserve associativity as follows, where ∈ {⊗, ;}.
The lemma then follows by induction over the structure of the derivation of P ≡ Q.
Lemma 26 (Affine). For derivation P −→ Q, the size of the predicate is bound such that |Q| |P|.
Proof. The proof proceeds by checking that each rule preserves the bound on the size of the predicate, from which the result follows by induction on the length of a derivation. Consider the case of the close rule, where P I and Q I. For the occurrence count, | NxP ЭxQ| occ = |P| occ |Q| occ = | Nx (P Q)| occ and the wen count strictly decreases as follows.
Consider the case of the fresh rule. For the occurrence count, |ЭxP| occ = | NxP| occ and the wen count strictly decreases as follows.
Consider the case of the extrude new rule, where Q I. For the occurrence count, if P ≡ I, | NxP Q| occ = {{0, 0}} |Q| occ > |Q| occ = | NxP Q| occ . If P I then | NxP Q| occ = |P| occ |Q| occ = | NxP Q| occ . Furthermore, for the wen count the following equality holds:
The new count is also preserved by the same argument.
Consider the case of the external rule, where R I. For the occurrence count, by distributivity of over the following multiset equality holds.
For the wen count the following equality holds.
Consider the case of the medial wen rule, where P I and Q I. For the occurrence count, consider each of the operators par, seq and with.
|ЭxP
For the wen count and ∈ { , ;} the following strict inequality holds, noting |P| Э ≥ 1 for any predicate.
Consider the case of the left wen rules, where x # Q and Q I. For the occurrence count, there are six cases covering the operators seq, par and with.
If P ≡ I then the following holds for the seq operator: |Эx (P ; Q)| occ = {{0, 0}} ∪ + |Q| occ |Q| occ = |ЭxP ; Q| occ . If P I then the following equality holds for the seq operator: |ЭxP ; Q| occ = |P| occ ∪ + |Q| occ = |Эx (P ; Q)| occ .
For the par and P ≡ I the following holds: |Эx (P ; Q)| occ = |Q| occ {{0, 0}} |Q| occ = |ЭxP Q| occ . For the par and P I the following holds: |ЭxP Q| occ = |P| |Q| = |Эx (P ; Q)|. For the with operator and P ≡ I the following holds: |ЭxP & Q| occ = {{0, 0}} |Q| occ = {{0, 0}} |Q| occ = |Эx (P & Q)| occ For the with operator and P I the following holds: |ЭxP & Q| occ = |P| occ |Q| occ = |Эx (P & Q)| occ . For the wen count the following multiset inequality holds.
Also, for the new count the following equality holds: |ЭxP ; Q| N = max(|P| N , |Q| N ) = |Эx (P ; Q)| N . The case for the right wen rules are symmetric to the above.
Consider the case for the extrude rule, where Q I. The following strict multiset inequality holds, as required.
Consider the case for the medial1 rule, where P I and Q I. By distributivity of ∪ + over the following multiset equality holds.
Also |∀x (P ; Q)| Э = |∀xP ; ∀xQ| Э and |∀x (P ; Q)| N = |∀xP ; ∀xQ| N .
Consider the case for the select rule. By Lemma 24, the following strict multiset inequality holds:
Consider the case for the switch rule, where P I and R I. If Q I, then, since R I we have {{0}} |R| occ and hence |P| occ = |P| occ {{0}} |P| occ |R| occ ; and therefore the following holds since ∪ + distributes over .
If Q ≡ I then, since {{0}} |P| occ and {{0}} |R| occ , the following hold.
Consider the case of the sequence rule, where P I and Q I. If Q I and R I, then the following holds since ∪ + distributes of .
If Q ≡ I and R I, then, since {{0}} |R| occ , and hence |S | occ = |S | occ {{0}} |S | occ |R| occ , therefore since ∪ + distributes over .
A symmetric argument holds when Q I and R ≡ I.
If Q ≡ I and R ≡ I, then {{0}} |P| occ and {{0}} |S | occ ; hence the following strict inequality holds. 
|(P
Consider the case for the medial rule, where either P I or R I and also either Q I or S I. For when all of P, Q, R and S are not equivalent to the unit.
For when exactly one of P, Q, R and S is equivalent to the unit, all cases are symmetric. Without loss of generality suppose that S ≡ I (and possibly also Q ≡ I, but R I). By distributivity of ∪ + over the following holds.
There is one more form of case to consider for the medial: either P I, Q ≡ I, R ≡ I and S I; or P ≡ I, Q I, R I and S ≡ I. We consider only the former case. The later case, can be treated symmetrically. Since P I and S I, {{0}} |P| and {{0}} |S |. Therefore, |P| {{0}} |P| |S | and |Q| {{0}} |P| |S |. Hence, we have established that (|P| {{0}}) ∪ + (|Q| {{0}}) |P| |S |.
Note that the restriction on the medial rule, either P I or R I and also either Q 
The Splitting Technique for Simulating the Sequent Calculus
The technique called splitting [20, 21] generalises the application of rules in the sequent calculus. In the sequent calculus, any root connective in a sequent can be selected and some rule for that connective can be applied. In this setting, a sequent corresponds to a structure with par at the root. Splitting proves that a sequent like structure can always be rewritten into a form such that a rule can be applied for a distinguished principal predicate in the structure. The cases for times, seq, new and wen are treated together in a core splitting lemma. These operators give rise to commutative cases, where rules for these operators can permute with any principal predicate. Principal cases are where the root connective of the principal predicate is directly involved in the bottommost rule of a proof. If ЭxS U, then there exist predicates V and W where x # V and S W and either V = W or V = ЭyW, such that derivation U −→ V holds. Furthermore, for all 1 ≤ i ≤ n, in the first two cases the size of the proofs of S V i and T W i are bounded above by the size of the proofs of (S ⊗ T ) U and (S ; T ) U. In the third and fourth cases, the size of the proof S W is bounded above by the size of the proofs of NxS U and ЭxS U.
Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the size of the proof, as in Defn. 23.
To handle certain cases influenced by equivariance the following definitions are helpful. Assume y defines a possibly empty list of variables y 1 , y 2 , . . . , y n and Q yP is an abbreviation for
. . Q y n P. Let y # P holds only if y # P for every y ∈ y. By induction over the length of z we can establish that, if y ⊆ z and z # Э yP then Э yP N zQ −→ N z (P Q) and also N yP Э zQ −→ N z (P Q).
The base case for new follows since if yI P, where y # P then, by applying Lemma 8 inductively to variables in y, P as required.
Principal cases for wen. There are four principal cases for wen.
The first principal case for wen is when the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ЭxP NxQ R −→ Nx (P Q) R, where Nx (P Q) R and x # R. By induction, there exist S and T such that P Q T and x # S and either S = T or S = ЭxT , and also R −→ S . Since x # S , if S = T then NxQ S −→ Nx (Q T ). Furthermore, the size of the proof of P Q T is no larger than the size of the proof of Nx (P Q) R; hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of ЭxP NxQ R. If S = ЭxT then NxQ ЭxT −→ Nx (Q T ). Hence the derivation NxQ R −→ NxQ S −→ Nx (Q T ) can be constructed, as required.
Consider the second principal case for wen where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ЭxP ЭxQ R −→ Эx (P Q) R, where Эx (P Q) R and x # R. By induction, there exist S and T such that and P Q T and x # S and either S = T or S = NxT , and also R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of P Q T is no larger than the size of the proof of Эx (P Q) R; hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of ЭxP ЭxQ R.
Hence the derivation ЭxQ R −→ ЭxQ S −→ Nx (Q T ) can be constructed, as required.
Another similar principal cases for wen is where the first the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ЭxP Q R −→ Эx (P Q) R, where Эx (P Q) R and x # Q R. By induction, there exist S and T such that and P Q T and either S = T or S = NxT , and also R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of P Q T is no larger than the size of the proof of Эx (P Q) R; hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of ЭxP Q R. If S = T define U = Q T , and if S = NxT define U = Nx (Q T ). In the case S = NxT , since x # Q, Q NxT −→ Nx (Q T ). Hence the following derivation Q R −→ Q S −→ U can be constructed, as required.
Consider the principal case for wen when ЭxЭ yP Q −→ Э y NxP Q is the form of the bottommost rule of a proof, where Э y NxP Q. Notice that y is required to handle equivarience. By applying the induction hypothesis inductively on the length of y, there exist z andQ such that z ⊆ y and y # N zQ and NxP Q , and also Q −→ N zQ. Furthermore, the size of the proof of NxP Q is bounded above by the size of the proof of Э y NxP Q. By the induction hypothesis, there exist R and S such that x # R, P S and either R = S or R = ЭxS , and alsoQ −→ R.
There are two cases to consider. If R = S then let T = N zS ; and if R = ЭxS then let T = Nx N zS . In the case R = ЭxS , N zR −→ N z NxS ≡ T . In either case x # T . Thereby we can construct the derivation Q −→ N zQ −→ N zR −→ T . Furthermore, the proof Э yP N zS −→ N y (P S ) −→ N yI −→ I can be constructed and, furthermore, Э yP N zS ≺ ЭxЭ yP Q , since by Lemma 26 N zS |Q| and the wen count strictly decreases.
Principal cases for new. There are four principal cases for new.
This first is when the bottommost rule of a proof is NxP ЭxQ R −→ Nx (P Q) R, where Nx (P Q) R. By induction, there exist predicates U and V and P Q V and x # U and either U = V or U = ЭxV, and also R −→ U. Furthermore, the size of the proof of P Q V is no larger than the size of the proof of Nx (P Q) R; hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of NxP ЭxQ R. In the case that U = V, the following derivation can be constructed, since x # U, ЭxQ V −→ Эx (Q V). In the case that U = ЭxV, we have derivation ЭxQ ЭxV −→ Эx (Q V). Hence, by applying one of the above cases the following derivation ЭxQ R −→ ЭxQ U −→ Эx (Q V) can be constructed as required.
The second principal case for new is when the bottommost rule of a proof begins as follows, where x # Q. NxP Q R −→ Nx (P Q) R where Nx (P Q) R is provable. By, the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates U and V where P Q V and either U = V or U = ЭxV, and also R −→ U. Furthermore, the size of the proof of P Q V is bounded above by the size of the proof of Nx (P Q) R; thereby strictly bounded by the size of the proof of NxP Q R.
If U = ЭxV, define W = Эx (Q V), and if U = V define W = Q V . In the cases where U = ЭxV, since x # Q, Q ЭxV −→ Эx (Q V) = W. In the cases where U = V, Q U = W. Hence the derivation Q R −→ Q U −→ W can be constructed, as required.
Consider the third principal case for new where the medial new rule is the bottommost rule of a proof of the form Nx N y (P ; Q) R −→ N y ( NxP ; NxQ) R such that N y ( NxP NxQ) R. The y is required to handle cases induced by equivariance. By applying the induction hypothesis repeatedly, there exists z andR such that z ⊆ y and y # Э zR and ( NxP ; NxQ) R , and also R −→R. Furthermore, the size of the proof of ( NxP ; NxQ) R is bounded above by the size of the proof of N y ( NxP ; NxQ) R.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist S i and T i such that NxP S i and NxQ T i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context such thatR −→ T { S 1 ; T 1 , S 2 ; T 2 , . . . , S n ; T n }. Furthermore, the size of the proofs of NxP S i and NxQ T i are bounded above by the size of the proof of ( NxP ; NxQ) R.
By the induction hypothesis again, there exist U i andÛ i such that P Û i and x # U i and either 
Otherwise by the medial wen rule
Thereby the following derivation can be constructed.
Furthermore, the following proof can be constructed.
By Lemma 26, Ŵ |R|; hence N y (P ; Q) Ŵ ≺ Nx N y (P ; Q) R since the new count strictly decreases, as required.
Consider the fourth principal case for new where the bottommost rule of a proof is the new wen rule of the form Nx N zЭyP Q −→ N zЭy NxP Q where N zЭy NxP Q. By applying the induction hypothesis repeatedly, there exist w andQ such that w ⊆ z and z # Э wQ and Эy NxP Q , and also Q −→ Э wQ. Furthermore, the size of the proof of Эy NxP Q is bounded above by the size of the proof of N zЭy NxP Q.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist R and S such that x # R and NxP S and either R = S or R = NyS , and alsoQ −→ R. Furthermore, the size of the proof of NxP S is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy NxP Q, hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of NxЭyP Q enabling the induction hypothesis. By the induction hypothesis again, there exist U and V such that x # U and P V and either U = V or U = ЭxV, and also S −→ U.
Let W andŴ be defined such that, if R = NyS , thenŴ = NyV; or, if R = S , thenŴ = V. If V = U then define W = Э wŴ. If U = ЭxV, then define W = ЭxЭ wŴ.
There are four scenarios for Э wR −→ W. In the case V = U and R = NyS then Э w NyU = W. If V = U and R = S then Э wU = W. If both U = ЭxV and R = NyS then Э wR = Э w NyS −→ Э w NyU = Э w NyЭxV −→ ЭxЭ w NyV = W. If both U = ЭxV and R = S then Э wR = Э wS −→ Э wU = Э wЭxV ≡ W. Thereby, by applying one of the above cases the following derivation can be constructed.Q −→ Э wQ −→ Э wR −→ W.
In the case thatŴ = NyV, the derivation ЭyP NyV −→ Ny (P V) holds. In the case,Ŵ = V and y # V teh derivation ЭyP Ŵ −→ Эy (P V) −→ Ny (P V) holds. Hence in either case the following proof can be constructed.
Furthermore, by Lemma 26, Э wŴ |Q|. Hence ЭyP Э wŴ ≺ Nx N zЭyP Q since the new count strictly decreases.
Principal cases for seq. There are four principal cases for seq.
Consider the first principal case for seq composition. The difficulty in this case is that, due to associativity of sequential composition, the sequence rule may be applied in several ways when there are multiple sequential compositions. Consider a principal predicate of the form (T 0 ; T 1 ) ; T 2 , where we aim to split the formula around the second sequential composition. The difficulty is that the bottommost rule may be an instance of the sequence rule applied between T 0 and T 1 ; T 2 . Symmetrically, the principal formula may be of the form T 0 ; (T 1 ; T 2 ) but the bottommost rule may be an instance of the sequence rule applied between T 0 ; T 1 and T 2 . In the following analysis, only the former case is considered. The symmetric case follows the same pattern.
Consider when the principal predicate is of the form (T 0 ; T 1 ) ; T 2 and the bottommost rule in a proof is of the following form, where T 0 I, T 2 I, otherwise splitting is trivial, and either U I or V I otherwise the sequence rule cannot be applied:
By the induction hypothesis, there exist P i and Q i such that T 0 U P i and (T 1 ; T 2 ) V Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and an n-ary killing context T { } such that W −→ T { P 1 ; Q 1 , . . . , P n ; Q n }. Furthermore the size of the proof of (T 1 ; T 2 ) V Q i is bounded above by the size of the proof of ((T 0 U) ; ((T 1 ; T 2 ) V)) W, hence the induction hypothesis is enabled.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists R Thereby, the following derivation can be constructed.
Furthermore, the following proofs can be constructed. There are three similar principal case for seq that do not correspond to cases in MAV [23] , induced by the medial wen, left wen and right wen rules. We present here only the case induced by medial wen. Consider the case where the bottommost rule of a proof is a medial wen rule that interferes with the seq connective to which splitting is applied as follows.
(P 0 ; ЭxP 1 ; ЭxP 2 ; P 3 ) Q −→ (P 0 ; Эx (P 1 ; P 2 ) ; P 3 ) Q In the above, it is assumed that (P 0 ; Эx (P 1 ; P 2 ) ; P 3 ) Q. Hence, by induction, there exist U Furthermore, the size of the proof of (P 1 ; P 2 ) R i j is bounded above by the size of the proof of (Эx (P 1 ; P 2 ) ; P 3 ) U 
Define the predicatesŜ i j andT i j as follows. 
By using the above derivations we can construct the following derivation.
Thereby, by applying one of the above cases for each i and j, the following proof can be constructed.
Thereby, by applying one of the above derivations for each i and j, the following proof can be constructed.
Furthermore, by Lemma 26, the following inequalities holds. U Principal case for times. There is only one principal case for times that does not differ significantly from the corresponding case in existing calculi. The principal case, when times is actively involved in the bottommost rule, is a proof that begins as follows, where T 0 ⊗ U 0 I and also V I, otherwise the switch rule cannot be applied, and also T 0 ⊗ T 1 I and U 0 ⊗ U 1 I otherwise splitting follows by a trivial equivalence:
By the induction hypothesis, there exist R i and S i such that (T 0 ⊗ U 0 ) R i and (T 1 ⊗ U 1 ) V S i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and an n-ary killing context T { } such that the following holds.
Hence, by the induction hypothesis twice more there exist predicates P and
Now observe that the following proofs can be constructed.
Also, by Lemma 26, the following inequality holds. |V W| hold. Thereby the size of each of the above proofs is strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of (T 0 ⊗ T 1 ⊗ U 0 ⊗ U 1 ) V W, as required.
T T
Commutative cases involving equivarance. As in every splitting lemma, there are commutative cases for new, wen, all, with, seq and times. There is one form of commutative case for new that does not appear in other splitting lemmas. The equivariance rule induces the following case where the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form, ЭxЭyP NyQ R −→ Ny (ЭxP Q) R where Ny (ЭxP Q) R and both y # R and x # R. Notice that Эx . . . is the principal connective but the close rule is applied to Эy . . . behind the principal connective.
By induction, there exist S and T such that y # S and ЭxP Q T and either S = T or S = ЭyT and the derivation R −→ S holds. Furthermore the size of the proof of ЭxP Q T is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny (ЭxP Q) R; hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of ЭxЭyP NyQ R. Hence, by induction, there exist U and V such that P V and x # U and either U = V or U = NxV the derivation Q T −→ U holds. Observe that if S = T , then NyQ S −→ Ny (Q T ), since y # S . If S = ЭyT then NyQ ЭyT −→ Ny (Q T ). Thereby the following derivation can be constructed, where if U = V then W = NyV and if U = NxV then W = Nx NyV. NyQ R −→ NyQ S −→ Ny (Q T ) −→ NyU ≡ W. Furthermore, the following proof can be constructed ЭyP NyV −→ Эy (P V) −→ NyI and, by Lemma 26, | NyV| | NyQ R| hence |ЭyP NyV| ≺ |ЭxЭyP NyQ R|, as required.
A similar commutative case for wen is induced where the bottommost rule in a proof is of the form ЭxЭyP Q R −→ Эy (ЭxP Q) R where y # Q and Эy (ЭxP Q) R. By the induction hypothesis, there exist S and T such that y # S and ЭxP Q T and either S = T or S = NyT such that R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q T is bounded by the size of the proof of Эy (ЭxP Q) R hence strictly bounded by the size of the proof of ЭxЭyP Q R. Hence, by the induction hypothesis again, there exist U and V such that x # U and P V and either U = V or U = NxV, and derivation Q T −→ U holds.
If
Thereby the following derivations hold:
If S = NyT and
Hence in any of the above cases, Q R −→ Q S −→ W. Now, ifŴ = NyV, then ЭyP Ŵ −→ Ny (P V); and ifŴ = V then S = T , hence ЭyP Ŵ −→ Эy (P V), since y # V. In either case is provable since Эy (P V) −→ NyI −→ I. Furthermore, ЭyP Ŵ ≺ |ЭxЭyP Q R|, since by Lemma 26 Ŵ |Q R|.
The third commutative case for wen induced by equivariance is where the bottommost rule is of the form ЭxЭyP ЭyQ R −→ Эy (ЭxP Q) R, where Эy (ЭxP Q) R. By the induction hypothesis, there exist S and T where y # S and ЭxP Q T and either S = T or S = NyT such that R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q T is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy (ЭxP Q) R, hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of ЭxЭyP ЭyQ R. Hence by the induction hypothesis again, there exist U and V where x # U and P V and either U = V or U = NxV, such that Q T −→ U. Let if U = V then let W = NyV, and if U = NxV then let W = Nx NyV. Also observe that whether S = T or S = NyT , ЭyQ S −→ Эy (Q T ). Thereby the following derivation can be constructed: ЭyQ R −→ Эy (Q T ) −→ ЭyU ≡ W −→ NyU ≡ W. Furthermore, the following proof can be constructed ЭyP NyV −→ Ny (P V) −→ NyI −→ I; and the size of the proof of |ЭyP NyV| ≺ |ЭxЭyP ЭyQ R|, since | NyV| |ЭyQ R| by Lemma 26.
Consider the first commutative case for new induced by equivariance, where the bottommost rule is of the form Nx NyP ЭyQ R −→ Ny ( NxP Q) R, where Ny ( NxP Q) R. By the induction hypothesis, there exist S and T such that y # S and ЭxP Q T and either S = T or S = ЭyT , where R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q T is bound above by the size of the proof of Ny ( NxP Q) R, hence strictly bound above by the size of the proof of Nx NyP ЭyQ R. Hence, by induction again, there exist U and V such that x # U and P V and either U = V or U = ЭxV, and also Q T −→ U.
If U = V then let W = ЭyV, and if U = ЭxV then let W = ЭxЭyV. Also, regardless of whether S = T or S = ЭyT , ЭyQ S −→ Эy (Q S ). Hence the following derivation can be constructed: ЭyQ R −→ ЭyQ S −→ Эy (Q T ) −→ ЭyU ≡ W. Furthermore, NyP ЭyV −→ Ny (P V) −→ NyI −→ I, and | NyP ЭyV| ≺ | Nx NyP ЭyQ R|, since by Lemma 26 |ЭyV| |ЭyQ R|.
Consider the second commutative case for new induced by equivariance, where the bottommost rule is of the form Nx NyP Q R −→ Ny ( NxP Q) R, where y # Q and Ny ( NxP Q) R. By the induction hypothesis, there exist S and T such that y # S and ЭxP Q T and either S = T or S = ЭyT , where R −→ S . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q T is bound above by the size of the proof of Ny ( NxP Q) R, hence strictly bound above by the size of the proof of Nx NyP Q R. Hence, by induction again, there exist U and V such that x # U and P V and either U = V or U = ЭxV, and also Q T −→ U.
If S = T then letŴ = V, and if S = ЭyY then letŴ = ЭyV. If U = V then let W =Ŵ, and if U = ЭxV then let W = ЭxŴ. Also, regardless of whether S = T or S = ЭyT , ЭyQ S −→ Эy (Q S ). Hence the following derivation can be constructed:
Thereby the following proof can be constructed: NyP Ŵ −→ Ny (P V) −→ NyI −→ I, and, furthermore, NyP Ŵ ≺ | Nx NyP ЭyQ R|, since by Lemma 26 Ŵ |ЭyQ R|.
Commutative cases involving nominals. Consider the case when the new quantifier commutes with a wen quantifier. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ЭxP NyQ R S −→ Ny (ЭxP Q R) S , where y # ЭxP R and also x y, where the second condition can be achieved by α-conversion.
By the induction hypothesis, there exist T and U such that ЭxP Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = ЭyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny (ЭxP Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of ЭxP NyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V andV such that P V and x # V and either V =V or V = NxV, and also Q R U −→ V.
Define W such that if V =V then W = NyV and if V = NxV then W = Nx NyV. Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence NyQ R T −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = ЭyU hence NyQ R ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R) ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying one of the above cases.
Since y # ЭxP and x y, we have y # P; thereby the following proof can be constructed, P NyV −→ Ny P V −→ NyI −→ I. Furthermore, P NyV ≺ |ЭxP NyQ R S | since by Lemma 26 NyV NyQ R S and the wen count strictly decreases.
Consider the case when the wen quantifier commutes with another wen quantifier at the root of the principal predicate. In this case, the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ЭxP ЭyQ R S −→ Эy (ЭxP Q R) S , where y # ЭxP R and x y, where the second condition can be achieved by α-conversion. By the induction hypothesis, there exist T and U such that ЭxP Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = NyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ЭxP Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy (ЭxP Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of ЭxP ЭyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V andV such that P V and x # V and either V =V or V = NxV, and also Q R U −→ V.
Define W such that if V =V then W = NyV and if V = NxV then W = Nx NyV. In either case, x # W. Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence ЭyQ R T −→ Эy (Q R U) −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = NyU hence ЭyQ R NyU −→ Эy (Q R) NyU −→ Ny (Q R U).
Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying one of the above cases.
Since y # ЭxP and x y we have y # P, hence the following proof can be constructed: P NyV −→ Ny P V −→ NyI −→ I. Furthermore, P NyV ≺ |ЭxP NyQ R S | since by Lemma 26
NyV
NyQ R S and the wen count strictly decreases.
Consider the case when the new quantifier commutes with another new quantifier. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form NxP NyQ R S −→ Ny ( NxP Q R) S , where y # NxP R and x y, where the second case can be ensured by α-conversion. By induction, there exist T and U such that NxP Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = ЭyU, and also S −→ T .
Furthermore, the size of the proof of NxP Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny ( NxP Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of NxP NyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V andV such that P V and x # V and either V =V or V = ЭxV, and also
Define W such that if V =V then W = NyV and if V = ЭxV then W = Эx NyV. Hence if V = ЭxV then NyV = NyVЭxV −→ NyVЭxV = W, by applying the new wen rule. If V =V then NyV = W. In both cases, x # W. Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence NyQ R T −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = ЭyU hence NyQ R ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R) ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying the observations.
Since y # NxP R and x y, we have y # P; thereby the following proof can be constructed: P NyV −→ Ny P V −→ NyI −→ I. Furthermore, P NyV ≺ |ЭxP NyQ R S | since by Lemma 26 NyV NyQ R S and the wen count strictly decreases.
Consider the case when the new quantifier commutes with P 0 ⊗ P 1 as the principal predicate. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) NyQ R S −→ Ny ((P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R) S . where y # (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) R. By induction, there exist T and U such that (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = ЭyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny ((P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) NyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and W i such that P 0 V i and P 1 W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and also n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T { V i W i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Furthermore, the size of the proofs of P 0 V i and P 1 W i are bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) NyQ R S . Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence NyQ R T −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = ЭyU hence NyQ R ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R) ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying the above observation.
Observe that NyT { } is a n-ary killing context as required.
Consider the case when the wen quantifier commutes with P 0 ⊗ P 1 as the principal predicate. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) ЭyQ R S −→ Эy ((P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R) S . where y # (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) R. By induction, there exist T and U such that (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = NyU, and also S −→ T .
Furthermore, the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy ((P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) ЭyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and W i such that P 0 V i and P 1 W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and also n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T { V i W i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Furthermore, the size of the proofs of P 0 V i and P 1 W i are bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ⊗ P 1 ) ЭyQ R S . Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence ЭyQ R T −→ Эy (Q R U) −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = NyU hence ЭyQ R NyU −→ Эy (Q R) NyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying the above observation.
Consider the case when the new quantifier commutes with P 0 ; P 1 as the principal predicate. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form (P 0 ; P 1 ) NyQ R S −→ Ny ((P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R) S . where y # (P 0 ; P 1 ) R. By induction, there exist T and U such that (P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = ЭyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny ((P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) NyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and W i such that P 0 V i and P 1 W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and also n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T { V i ; W i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Furthermore, the size of the proofs of P 0 V i and P 1 W i are bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) NyQ R S . Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence NyQ R T −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = ЭyU hence NyQ R ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R) ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying the above observation.
Consider the case when the wen quantifier commutes with P 0 ; P 1 as the principal predicate. In this case the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form (P 0 ; P 1 ) ЭyQ R S −→ Эy ((P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R) S . where y # (P 0 ; P 1 ) R. By induction, there exist T and U such that (P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = NyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy ((P 0 ; P 1 ) Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) ЭyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and W i such that P 0 V i and P 1 W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and also n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T { V i ; W i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Furthermore, the size of the proofs of P 0 V i and P 1 W i are bounded above by the size of the proof of (P 0 ; P 1 ) ЭyQ R S . Now observe that either T = U and y # U hence
Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying the above observation.
Consider the commutative case for with where ЭxT is the principal predicate. The bottommost rule is the form ЭxT (U & V) W P −→ (ЭxT U W & ЭxT V W) P where Hence the following derivation can be constructed.
Furthermore, by Lemma 26, |T i | |(V ; W) P Q| and hence U T i ≺ ЭxU (V ; W) P Q, since the wen count strictly decreases.
Commutative cases involving all and with. Consider the commutative case for with where T 0 ⊗ T 1 is the principal predicate. In this case the bottommost rule is the following form, where
By Lemma 10, (T 0 ⊗ T 1 ) U W P and (T 0 ⊗ T 1 ) V W P; and furthermore the following two strict multiset inequalities hold:
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist Q Thereby the following derivation can be constructed.
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist Q Thereby the following derivation can be constructed. 
The strict multiset inequality (T 0 ;
∀yU V W| occ holds. Pick a fresh z such that z # (∀yU V W). Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates P i and Q i such that T 0 P i and T 1 Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and also n-ary killing context T { } such that U z / y V W −→ T { P i ; Q i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n }. Furthermore, the size of the proof of T 0 P i and T 1 Q i are bounded above by the size of the proof of (T 0 ; T 1 ) ∀yU V W.
Since z was chosen such that z # ∀yU V W the following derivation can be constructed, as required.
Consider the commutative case for sequential composition in the presence of principal predicate T ; U, where the seq connective in the principal predicate is not active on the sequence rule. In this case, the bottommost rule in a proof is of the following form, where T ; U I and P I.
(T ; U) (V ; P) W Q −→ (((T ; U) V W) ; P) Q such that (((T ; U) V W) ; P) Q holds. By the induction hypothesis, there exists R i , S i such that (T ; U) V W R i and P S i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that the following derivation holds: Q −→ T { R 1 ; S 1 , . . . , R n ; S n }.
Furthermore, |(T ; U) V W R i | |(((T ; U) V W) ; P) Q| hence the induction hypothesis is enabled again. By the induction hypothesis, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, there exist predicates P Furthermore the following strict multiset inequalities hold.
Hence the following derivation can be constructed, as required.
The case for the sequence rule commuting with the principal predicate T ⊗ U is similar to the above case. Also the cases for the switch rule commuting with seq and times as the principal predicate, follow a similar pattern.
Commutative cases deep in contexts. In many commutative cases, the bottommost rule does not interfere with the principal predicate. Four such cases are presented for seq and wen. Other such cases are almost identical. Consider when a rule is applied outside the scope of the principal predicate. In this case, the bottommost rule in a proof is of the form ЭxU C{ V } −→ ЭxU C{ W }, such that ЭxU C{ W }. By the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates P and Q such that U Q and x # P and either P = Q or P = NxQ, and also C{ W } −→ P. Hence clearly, the following derivation holds, satisfying the induction invariant. C{ V } −→ C{ W } −→ P Furthermore, |ЭxU C{ W }| ≺ |U C{ W }|, and |U C{ W }| |ЭxU C{ V }| by Lemma 26. A similar proof holds for N.
Assume that the following application of any rule (T ; U) C{ V } −→ (T ; U) C{ W } is the bottommost rule in a proof, such that (T ; U) C{ W }. By the induction hypothesis, there exist n-ary killing context T { } and predicates Q i and R i such that T Q i and U R i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that C{ W } −→ T { Q 1 ; R 1 , . . . , Q n ; R n }. Hence, the derivation C{ V } −→ C{ W } −→ T { Q 1 ; R 1 , . . . , Q n ; R n } holds, satisfying the induction invariant. A similar proof holds for times.
Alternatively, the bottommost rule may appear inside the context of principal predicate without affecting the root connective of the principal predicate. We provide one illustrative case where sequential composition is the principal predicate. Assume that the following application of any rule is the bottommost rule in a proof (C{ T } ; V) W −→ (C{ U } ; V) W such that (C{ U } ; V) W has a proof of length n. Hence by induction, there exist n-ary killing context T { } and predicates P i and Q i such that C{ U } P i and V Q i hold and have a proof no longer than n, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and also W −→ T { P 1 ; Q 1 , . . . , P n ; Q n }. Hence we can construct the following proof of length no longer than n + 1, for all i, as required: C{ T } P i −→ C{ U } P i −→ I. A similar proof holds for N.
Assume that the following application of any rule in a derivation of the form ЭxC{ T } W −→ ЭxC{ U } W is the bottommost rule is a proof of length k + 1, where ЭxC{ U } W has a proof of length k. Hence, by induction, there exist predicates P and Q such that C{ U } Q and x # P and either P = Q or P = NxQ, and also W −→ P. Furthermore, the size of the proof of C{ U } Q is bounded above by the size of the proof of ЭxC{ U } W; hence either |C{ U } Q| ≺ |ЭxC{ U } W| or |C{ U } Q| = |ЭxC{ U } W| and the length of the proof of U Q is bound by k.
The proof C{ T } Q −→ C{ U } Q −→ I can be constructed as required. Furthermore, if Lemma 26 and the length of the proof of C{ T } Q is k + 1. Thereby in either case, the size of the proof of C{ T } Q is bounded above by the size of the proof of ЭxC{ T } W. A similar proof holds for times.
All cases have been considered. Hence this splitting lemma follows by induction over the size of the proof. The final three splitting lemmas mainly involve checking commutative cases, which follow a pattern. Proof. The proof proceeds by induction on the size of the proof the principal exists operator is removed from the proof, as in the following base case. Consider when the select rule is the bottommost rule in a proof of the form ∃xT
As in every splitting lemma, there are commutative cases for new, wen, all, with, seq and times. Consider the commutative case for & where ∃xT is the principal predicate. The bottommost rule is the following form. ∃xT
P holds. By Lemma 10, ∃xT U W P and ∃xT V W P; and furthermore the following two strict multiset inequalities hold:
Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist Q i and u i such that T { u i / x } Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ m, and R j and v j such that T { v j / x } R j , for 1 ≤ j ≤ n; and m-ary and n-ary killing contexts T 0 { } and T 1 { } such that the following two derivations hold.
. . , T n { } is a n i=1 m i -ary killing context as required. Consider the case when the new quantifier commutes with an existential quantifier. In this case, the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ∃xP NyQ R S −→ Ny (∃xP Q R) S , where y # ∃xP R. By Lemma 27, there exist T and U such that ∃xP Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = ЭyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ∃xP Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Ny (∃xP Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of ∃xP NyQ R S , enabling the induction hypothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and terms t i such that P t i / x V i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T { V 1 , . . . , V n }.
Observe that either T = U and y # U hence NyQ R T −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = ЭyU hence NyQ R ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R) ЭyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying one of the above cases.
Consider the case when the wen quantifier commutes with an existential quantifier. In this case, the bottommost rule of a proof is of the form ∃xP ЭyQ R S −→ Эy (∃xP Q R) S , where y # ∃xP R. By Lemma 27, there exist T and U such that ∃xP Q R U, y # T and either T = U or T = NyU, and also S −→ T . Furthermore, the size of the proof of ∃xP Q R U is bounded above by the size of the proof of Эy (∃xP Q R) S and hence strictly bounded above by the size of the proof of ∃xP ЭyQ R S , enabling the induction hyothesis. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates V i and terms t i such that P t i / x V i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that Q R U −→ T i { V 1 , . . . , V n }. Observe that either T = U and y # U hence ЭyQ R T −→ Эy (Q R U) −→ Ny (Q R U); or T = NyU hence ЭyQ R NyU −→ Эy (Q R) NyU −→ Ny (Q R U). Hence the following derivation can be constructed, by applying one of the above cases.
In many commutative cases, the bottommost rule does not interfere with the principal predicate. Consider when a rule is applied outside the scope of the principal predicate. In this case, the bottommost rule in a proof is of the form ∃xU C{ V } −→ ∃xU C{ W } such that ∃xU C{ W }. By the induction hypothesis, there exist predicates P i and terms t i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that U t i / x P i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that C{ W } −→ T { P 1 , . . . , P n }. Hence clearly, C{ V } −→ C{ W } −→ T { P 1 , . . . , P n } as required.
The bottommost rule may appear inside the context of principal predicate without affecting the connective itself. Assume that the following application of any rule is the bottommost rule is a proof ∃xC{ T } W −→ ∃xC{ U } W such that ∃xC{ U } W. Hence, by induction, there exist predicates P i and terms t i where C{ U } t i / x P i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that the derivation W −→ T { P 1 , . . . , P n } holds. Hence, by Lemma 7, we can construct the following proof, for all i, as required: 
Context Reduction and the Admissibility of Co-rules
Splitting is always performed in a shallow context, i.e. a hole directly inside a parallel composition. Context reduction extends rules simulated by splitting to any context.
Lemma 31 (Context reduction).
If T σ V yields that Uσ V, for any predicate V and substitution of terms for variables σ, then C{ T } yields C{ U }, for any context C{ }.
Proof. The trick is to first establish the following stronger result. If C{ T }, then there exist predicates U i and substitutions σ i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that T σ i U i ; and, for any predicate V there exist W i such that either W i = Vσ i U i or W i = I and the following holds:
Consider the case for a context of the form ∃xC{ } P, where ∃xC{ T } P. By Lemma 28, there exist predicates Q i and values v i such that C{ T }{ v i / x } Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and n-ary killing context T { } such that the following derivation holds. P −→ T { Q 1 , Q 2 , . . . , Q n }.
For context C{ } and any predicate U, let C i { } and σ i be such that C{ U }{ v i / x } ≡ C i { Uσ i }. Notice that for first-order quantifiers, the substitutions does not increase the size of the predicate part of the context. It can only increases the size of terms in atoms, which are not counted in this induction.
Since 
Hence the following derivation can be constructed for all predicates U.
, for all i and j. Thereby the induction invariant is satisfied.
Consider the case for a context of the form NxC{ } P, where NxC{ T } P. By Lemma 27, there exist predicates Q andQ such that C{ T } Q and either Q =Q or Q and ЭxQ, and also P −→ Q. Therefore, by induction on the size of the context, there exist predicates V i and W i and substitutions σ i such that either V i = I or V i = Uσ i W i , where T σ i W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and n-ary killing context T { } such that C{ U } Q −→ T { V 1 , V 2 , . . . , V n }. Hence the following derivation can be constructed for all predicates U.
Thereby the induction invariant is satisfied.
Consider the case for a context of the form ЭxC{ } P, where ЭxC{ T } P. By Lemma 27, there exist predicates Q and R such that x # Q and C{ T } R and either Q = R or Q = NxR, and also P −→ Q. Therefore, by induction on the size of the context, there exist predicates V i and W i and substitutions σ i such that either V i = I or V i = Uσ i W i , where T σ i W i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n; and n-ary
In the former case that Q = R, since x # Q, the derivation ЭxC{ U } R −→ NxC{ U } R −→ Nx (C{ U } R) holds. In the case, Q = NxR the derivation ЭxC{ U } NxR −→ Nx (C{ U } R) holds. Hence, by applying one of the above derivations we can construct the following derivation for all predicates U.
Consider the case of a context of the form ∀xC{ } P, where ∀xC{ T } holds. By Lemma 11, for any variable y, C{ T }{ y / x } P holds. For name y, let C y { } be such that for any predicate U, 
Therefore the next derivation can be constructed, for any U, where y # (∀xC{ U } P). The cases for plus, with, tensor and seq do not differ significantly from MAV [23] . Having established the above stronger intermediate lemma, assume that for any local predicate U, S U yields T U, and fix any context C{ } such that C{ S } holds. By the above intermediate lemma, there exist n-ary killing context T { } and, for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, P i such that either P i = I or there exists W i where P i = T W i and S W i , and furthermore C{ T } −→ T { P 1 , . . . , P n }. Since also T W i holds for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the following proof can be constructed.
C{ T } −→ T { P 1 , . . . , P n } −→ T { I, . . . , I } −→ I Therefore C{ T } holds as required. Note that the case for existential quantifiers will not work for second order quantifiers, since termination of the induction is reliant on the size of the term-free part of the predicate being reduced. Thus the techniques in the above proof apply to first-order quantifiers only. For every rule there is a co-rule, where for rule T −→ U, the co-rule is of the form U −→ T . For example close has co-rule C{ Эx (P ⊗ Q) } −→ C{ ЭxP ⊗ NxQ } and extrude1 has co-rule if x # Q then C{ ∃x (P ⊗ Q) } −→ C{ ∃xP ⊗ Q }. The following eight lemmas entail that a co-rule is admissible in MAV1. In each case, the proof proceeds by applying splitting in a shallow context, forming a new proof, and finally applying Lemma 31, as demonstrated for the co-rule for close.
Lemma 32 (Co-close). If C{ ЭxP ⊗ NxQ } holds then C{ Эx (P ⊗ Q) } holds.
Proof. Assume that (ЭxP ⊗ NxQ)σ R for some substitution of terms for variables σ. By Lemma 27, there exist S i and T i such that (ЭxP)σ S i and ( NxQ)σ T i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context such that the derivation R −→ T { S i T i : 1 ≤ i ≤ n } holds.
Also observe that for some y such that y # ЭxP, y # NxQ and y # σ, (ЭxP)σ ≡ Эy (P{ Proof. Assume that ЭxI T holds. By Lemma 27, there exists U such that U and T −→ U. Hence the following proof of T can be constructed: T −→ U −→ I. Therefore, by Lemma 31, for any context C{ }, if C{ ЭxI } then C{ I }, as required.
Lemma 34 (Co-extrude1). If x # U and C{ ∃xT ⊗ U } holds then C{ ∃x (T ⊗ U) } holds.
Proof. Assume that (∃xT ⊗ U) σ V holds, where x # U. Now (∃xT ⊗ U) σ V ≡ (∃y (T { y / x }σ) ⊗ Uσ) V, where y # (∃xT ⊗ U) and y # σ. So, by Lemma 27, there exist P i and Q i such that ∃y (T { y / x }σ) P i and Uσ Q i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context such that the derivation V −→ T { P 1 Q 1 , . . . , P n Q n } holds.
By Lemma 28, there exist R Proof. Assume that ∃xI T holds. By Lemma 28, there exists U i such that U i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and n-ary killing context T { } such that T −→ T { U 1 , . . . , U n }. Hence the following proof of T can be constructed: I T −→ T { U 1 , . . . , U n } −→ T { I, . . . , I } −→ I. Therefore, by Lemma 31, if C{ ∃xI } then C{ I }, as required. The above four lemmas are particular to MAV1. The proofs for the four lemmas below are similar to the corresponding cases in MAV [23] .
Proof. Assume that (I ⊕ I) P holds. By Lemma 30, there exist killing context T { } and predicates U i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n such that I U i or I U i hold, hence U i holds, and the following derivation can be constructed. P −→ T { U 1 , . . . , U n }. Thereby the following proof can be constructed: P −→ T { U 1 , . . . , U n } −→ T { I, I, . . . } −→ I. Therefore, by Lemma 31, for any context C{ I ⊕ I } yields C{ I }, as required.
Lemma 38 (Co-sequence). If C{ (T ; U) ⊗ (V ; W) } holds then C{ (T ⊗ V) ; (U ⊗ W) } holds.
Proof. Assume that ((T ; U) ⊗ (V ; W)) σ P holds, for some substitution σ. By Lemma 27, there exist n-ary killing context T { } and Q Proof. Assume for atom α that (α ⊗ α) σ P, for some predicate P and some substitution σ. By Lemma 27, there exist n-ary killing context T { } and predicates U i and V i such that ασ U i and ασ V i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n, such that P −→ T { U 1 V 1 , U 2 V 2 , . . . }. By Lemma 29, for every i, there exist m 
